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ABSTRACT 
Overhead high voltage transmission lines are widely used around the world to 
deliver power to customers because of their low losses and high transmission 
capability. Well-coordinated insulation systems are capable of withstanding lightning 
and switching surge voltages. However, flashover is a serious issue to insulation 
systems, especially if the insulator is covered by a pollution layer. Many experiments 
in the laboratory have been conducted to investigate this issue. Since most 
experiments are time-consuming and costly, good mathematical models could 
contribute to predicting the insulator flashover performance as well as guide the 
experiments. This dissertation proposes a new statistical model to calculate the 
flashover probability of insulators under different supply voltages and contamination 
levels. An insulator model with water particles in the air is simulated to analyze the 
effects of rain and mist on flashover performance in reality. Additionally, insulator 
radius and number of sheds affect insulator surface resistivity and leakage distance. 
These two factors are studied to improve the efficiency of insulator design. This 
dissertation also discusses the impact of insulator surface hydrophobicity on flashover 
voltage. 
Because arc propagation is a stochastic process, an arc could travel on different 
paths based on the electric field distribution. Some arc paths jump between insulator 
sheds instead of travelling along the insulator surfaces. The arc jumping could shorten 
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the leakage distance and intensify the electric field. Therefore, the probabilities of arc 
jumping at different locations of sheds are also calculated in this dissertation. 
The new simulation model is based on numerical electric field calculation and 
random walk theory. The electric field is calculated by the variable-grid finite 
difference method. The random walk theory from the Monte Carlo Method is utilized 
to describe the random propagation process of arc growth. This model will permit 
insulator engineers to design the reasonable geometry of insulators, to reduce the 
flashover phenomena under a wide range of operating conditions.  
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NOMENCLATURE 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction to High Voltage Insulators and Flashover Models 
High voltage transmission lines bring the power from remote generating stations 
to consumers. These lines could span over thousands of miles. The efficiency of the 
power transmission systems mainly depends on the continuity of the service, and 
avoiding faults that could cause economic losses to utilities and users [1].  
Insulators are used to provide mechanical support of transmission lines as well as 
electrically isolate the conductors from the ground [2]. To maintain the continuity of 
power transmission, one of the main issues is the flashover in the air around the 
insulators. Flashover is a dielectric breakdown phenomenon that the insulator 
suddenly becomes conductive, if electric field applied across the insulating substance 
exceeds the threshold dielectric strength. The probability of flashover increases 
significantly when the insulator is covered by the pollution layer. The pollution layer 
is deposited on the insulator surface due to various types (industrial, marine and desert) 
of contamination [3]. When the surface of a polluted high voltage insulator is 
dampened due to dew deposition, fog or rain, a wet conducting film is formed and the 
leakage current flows through the surface. Insulator surface resistivity would reduce 
significantly due to the contamination. Meanwhile, water particles in the mist or rain 
could distort the electric field distribution between insulator sheds and influence the 
track of arc propagation. Furthermore, insulator radius and number of sheds are two 
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critical factors of insulator geometry to influence the surface resistivity and leakage 
distance [4]. Therefore, these two factors are analyzed to evaluate their effects on the 
insulator flashover performance. In addition, new composite insulators are difficult to 
wet at the beginning. However, material degradation in the form of tracking and 
erosion influence the insulator surface condition after long-term outdoor exposure. 
The surface wettability of aged composite insulators significantly increases [5]. Hence, 
seven classes of hydrophobicity are introduced to evaluate the impact of insulator 
surface condition on flashover voltage [6]. 
The process of flashover consists of many steps of arc propagation. The criterion 
for arc growth is that the electric field strength exceeds the dielectric strength of 
insulation materials [7] and arc instant energy exceeds ionization energy [8]. Arc 
instant energy is calculated by leakage current density and potential distribution on 
the insulator surface. The dielectric strength of multiple insulation materials is shown 
in Table 1.  
Table 1. Dielectric Strength of Different Materials 
Materials Dielectric Strength (kV/mm) 
Air [7]   3.0 
Epoxy [9] 220.0 - 253.0 
Porcelain [9] 125 - 160 
Glass [10] 470 – 670 
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The arc propagation may create a conductive path from high voltage electrode to 
the ground electrode, which eventually completes the flashover. The flashover 
phenomena would induce an instantaneous large amount of current to trigger the 
protection breaker and cause the system interruption.  
Since reducing the flashover phenomena is essential to maintain continuous 
power transmission, many methods are used to predict flashover phenomena. These 
methods can be categorized into two classes: laboratory experiments and computer 
simulations. With the consideration that laboratory experiments are time-consuming 
and costly, simulations are conducted first to guide the experiments. Obenaus and 
Neumarker started the modeling of flashover with a mathematic expression [11]. 
Afterwards, Rizk reviewed the mathematical models for pollution flashover and 
proposed a flashover equation for AC voltage [12]. In 1858, Jolly, Cheng and Otten 
first considered the instantaneous arc parameters and created a dynamic model of arc 
propagation [13]. Later on, a large improvement was accomplished by Sundararajan 
with the consideration of arc propagation with time [14]. However, the arc 
propagation in reality is a stochastic process rather than a deterministic one in the 
previous models. Therefore, a new statistical model is proposed in this dissertation to 
calculate the flashover probability. This model is based on numerical electric field 
computation and Random Walk Theory. 
With the development of computer technology, numerical methods are employed 
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in electric potential and field simulation. The common numerical methods are finite 
element method (FEM), finite difference method (FDM), boundary element method 
(BEM), and charge simulation method (CSM) [15]. In the flashover model, the 
electric field around the arc in air is required to determine the arc propagation 
directions. It has been shown that only FEM and FDM can calculate the electric field 
both in the homogenous material and on the boundary between different materials, 
while CSM and BEM merely focus on the electric field on the boundary [16]. 
Furthermore, FDM has certain advantages over FEM in terms of computational 
complexity when the geometry of the model is regular [17]. Therefore, FDM is 
selected to analyze the flashover probability in this dissertation. 
Random walk is a mathematical formalization of a path that contains a 
succession of random steps. At each step, the random walking particle has a certain 
probability to go any direction in space. The particle stops walking when it reaches 
the boundary [18]. In the flashover model, arc propagation process is simulated by the 
random walking path of the particle.  
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between one pair of electrodes. Compared to the cap-and-pin insulators, the rod 
suspension insulators are designed to avoid the puncture completely [21]. These 
insulators are able to stand more severe pollution, due to the increased leakage 
distance [22]. 
The mechanical performances of cap-and-pin insulators and long rod suspension 
insulators are determined by all the components of the insulators, and require careful 
treatment. The electrical performance of insulators is dependent on both surface and 
volume properties [23]. When the porcelain insulator surfaces are wet, water and 
contaminants tend to form a continuous pollution layer, which could lead to 
significant decrease of surface resistivity. 
1.2.2 Glass Insulators 
The glass is prone to fracture under stress, which increases the possibility of 
dropping conductors, while the cracks on the glass surface also impact the surface 
property and intensify the field distribution [24]. Therefore, the glass insulators did 
not initially provide good electrical and mechanical performance in the early ages. 
The materials of glass insulators have improved significantly after many experiments. 
Currently, the glass material is toughened by adding potassium, barium, and 
aluminum [25]. The toughened insulators have a better mechanical performance than 
the porcelain insulators, which allow thinner shells to be used. Therefore, the voltage 
stress of glass insulators also increases 40%, when compared to porcelain insulators 
[26]
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1.3 Types and Levels of Contamination 
The types and levels of contamination on the insulator surface are associated 
with the sources of contaminants and the climate of the place. Although many factors 
can define the insulators pollution, three main types of contamination can be 
highlighted: the industrial, coastal and desert [30]. 
1.3.1 Industrial Contamination 
The industrial pollution of the insulators rises with the industries development 
and can be divided into diverse types: metallurgical, chemical substances, dust, smoke, 
cement and etc. The particles of contaminants are in the suspension of air and mainly 
spread by the action of wind over zones where transmission lines exist. These 
particles would settle on the insulator surfaces by the combination effects of the wind, 
weight and electric fields. Afterwards, a contamination layer is created on the 
insulator surface and this layer is formed slowly during a period that can last months 
or years. The sources of industrial pollutions are listed in Table 2 [31]. 
Table 2. Types and Sources of Industrial Pollutions 
Metallic Mineral mining area 
Coal Coal mining area 
Chemical 
Chemical industries: Paper mills, oil 
refineries and etc. 
Smog Automobile and diesel engine emissions 
Smoke Industry and agricultural burning 
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1.3.2 Coastal Contamination 
The insulators exposed to coastal or marine environments could become 
conductors due to the formation of a conductive layer on their surface. This layer will 
be formed in terms of the salted dew of the mornings in these zones close to the coasts. 
When the layer is dried by the heat produced in the insulator or the environment 
temperature, the evaporated salt would deposit on the insulator surface. Although the 
salt particles on the insulators are not dangerous in dry weather, the layer may become 
continuous and conductive, once insulator the surface becomes wet again [32]. The 
conductivity of the layer depends on the type and density of the salt that forms it. 
Moreover, the weather conditions vary considerably from the coastal areas to the 
interior areas. They have a significant impact on the contaminants deposition rate and 
the insulator performances. With the passage of time the surface contamination layer 
will be thick enough to be dampened and increase the insulator conductivity [33]. 
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1.3.3 Desert Contamination 
The insulators are often subjected to the deposition of contaminants substances 
of the deserts, which significantly reduce the efficacy of the insulator. The 
predominant elements in desert contamination are the sand and the widespread salty 
dust in a dry atmosphere. In addition, the types of climate conditions also impact the 
insulators considerably. The dry insulators have normally low conductivity, but 
morning dew is going to dampen the layer and turns the insulator into a conductor. 
Since desert area has little quantity of rain, it is considerably difficult to naturally 
wash the insulator surface and to eliminate the contaminant layer [34]. Furthermore, 
the desert climate also includes sand storms and hurricanes which carry particles at a 
high speed. These particles would cause the material erosion by striking to the 
insulator surface. Therefore, the storms of sand are an important factor leading to a 
major reduction of reliability in the insulation systems [35]. 
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1.3.4 Level of Contamination (ESDD) 
Equivalent Salt Deposit Density (mg/cm2) (ESDD) is used as the standard to 
describe the pollution severity on the insulator surface. ESDD considers climate 
effects, such as temperature, humidity, pressure and rain. Since the surface 
conductivity is used in numerical methods for field calculation, the ESDD values need 
to be converted to surface conductivity. 
The salinity Sa of the solution is calculated as follows [36], 
1.03(5.7 )aS                            (1) 
where σ is the surface conductivity (S/m). 
In addition, ESDD is determined by the expression below [36], 
aS VolESDD
A
                          (2) 
where Vol is the volume of the distilled water (cm3) and A is the insulator surface 
area in the empirical formula (cm2). 
Therefore, surface conductivity Ks is calculated by the empirical formula below 
[21], 
     
1.03
5.7s
ESDD A
VolK                           (3) 
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2 NUMERICAL METHODS FOR FIELD COMPUTATION 
Numerical electric field analysis has become an essential tool for the design and 
development of high voltage products. Continuous electric field distribution can be 
described by differential equations and boundary conditions. By discretizing the 
continuous domain into a number of elements or fictitious charges, numerical 
methods transfer these differential equations into a group of linear functions, which 
can be easily solved by computers.  
2.1 Finite Element Method 
The Finite Element Method (FEM) is one of the numerical analysis techniques 
for obtaining approximate solutions to the electromagnetic problems. In order to 
summarize in general terms how the FEM works, four steps are listed as follows [37]: 
1) Discretize the continuous domain. Continuous differential equation and 
boundary conditions to describe a two dimension field domain are shown 
below, 
2 2
2
2 2 ( , )
u uu F x y
x y
       in the domain          (4) 
1( , ) | ( )u x y g    on the boundary                (5) 
2 ( )
u g
n 
    on the boundary                   (6) 
FEM divides the field domain into elements. These elements are small 
areas in the two dimension model or small volumes in the three dimension 
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model. A triangle is the most popular geometry element used in FEM. The 
smaller the element is, the more accurate the field strength would be. 
According to the steps above, the whole field domain can be described by 
each point potential of the elements [38]. An example of two dimension field 
discretization is shown in Figure 4. 
 
Figure 4. FEM Field Division and Example Triangle Element ijm 
2) Select interpolation functions 
Figure 4 shows the square field domain is divided by triangle elements. 
The second step is to assign nodes to each element and select proper 
interpolation functions. The potential in each triangle element has a 
relationship with the coordination of the triangle nodes. 
1 2 3a a x a y                           (7) 
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If the discretized triangle is small enough, the field in the element is 
assumed as constant. Coefficients a1, a2 and a3 can be calculated by the 
equations below. 
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
i i i
j j j
m m m
a a x a y
a a x a y
a a x a y



         
                   (8) 
Where i , j  and m are potentials at the nodes of the triangle 
element. 
3) Find the element properties 
The calculated coefficients a1, a2 and a3 are taken back into equation [39]: 
     1
2 i i i i j j j j m m m m
a b x c y a b x c y a b x c y               (9) 
Where △ is the area of the triangle ijm. 
Therefore,  
  ii j m j
m
N N N

 

      
                     (10) 
Where   / 2i i i iN a b x c y    ,   / 2j j j jN a b x c y    and
  / 2m m m mN a b x c y    . 
The variation problem is discretized with the principle of weighted residuals. 
4) Solve the system equations 
The matrix equation of triangle elements is shown below [39]: 
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 
ii ij im
ji jj jm
mi mj mm
K K K
K K K K
K K K
      
                   (11) 
In the end, the discretized linear equations are represented as, 
    K V  , and the unknown potentials at the vertices of all the triangles 
are calculated. 
Designers can divide the field domain by their own purpose with FEM. 
For example, small elements are set in the area where electric field changes 
intensively to achieve accurate results. In addition, FEM has strong 
robustness, when the geometry of electric field is irregular [40]. 
However, the calculation process of FEM is more complicated and time 
consuming than finite difference method. Furthermore, the storage capacity 
requirement of FEM is also considerably larger than that of FDM. 
2.2 Boundary Element Method 
The boundary element method focuses on the boundary conditions surrounding 
the field domain. Unique characteristic of this method is to decrease the dimensions of 
the problem. A two dimensional problem can be described by the boundary line and 
reduced to one dimensional problem. Three dimensional problems can be described 
by the boundary surface, and reduced to a two dimensional problem. The procedure of 
boundary element method is shown below [41], 
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1) The boundary is discretized into many elements in functions with unknown 
potentials and normal flux densities. 
2) The principle of weighted residuals is used to minimize the error. 
3) The coefficient matrix is evaluated after analysis of each element. 
4) The linear algebraic equations are then achieved with the proper boundary 
conditions to the nodes. 
5) In the end, the unknown potentials can be calculated from the inversion of 
the coefficient matrix. 
The major advantage of the boundary element method is to reduce the 
dimensions of the space, so that the orders of the differential equations and the 
amount of input data are decreased. However, the coefficient matrix is an 
unsymmetrical full element matrix, which consumes large amounts of computation 
resources and limits the orders of the matrix [42]. The method makes it difficult to 
handle multi-media field domain, and cannot be used directly for nonlinear problems. 
Moreover, as one of the boundary methods, BEM is only capable of calculating the 
electric potential and field distribution on the interface between different materials. 
The internal field of a homogenous material cannot be solved by BEM [43]. 
2.3 Charge Simulation Method 
The charge simulation method belongs to the category of boundary methods. 
This method assembles the effect of each simulating charge to calculate the electric 
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potential and field distribution. The steps of the charge simulation method are listed 
below [44]: 
1) The simulating charges are introduced and set out of the field domain. 
2) The positions of contour points are then determined on the boundaries 
between different media. The potentials at the contour points are known as 
boundary conditions [45]. 
3) According to the superposition principle, the equations of potentials versus 
simulating charges are obtained: 
1 11 1 12 2 1
2 21 1 22 2 2
1 1 2 2
n n
n n
n n n nn n
P Q P Q P Q
P Q P Q P Q
P Q P Q P Q



   
   
   




              (12)
 
Where ijP  is the potential and normal flux coefficient between contour 
points and simulating charges, jQ  represents the unknown simulating 
charges and φi is the potential and normal flux on the contour points. 
4) The equations above are solved to calculate the values of the simulating 
charges. 
5) The check points are selected on the boundary to verify the accuracy 
requirement. If the accuracy is not satisfied, the number and positions of the 
simulating charges need to be rearranged [46]. 
The CSM has some advantages over other methods in the insulator design. For 
insulators that are rotationally symmetric, CSM can reduce the computational 
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complexity in three-dimension simulation [47]. 
Whereas, CSM requires the designers’ experience to choose the right number of 
charges and contour points, and then place them properly to satisfy the accuracy 
requirement [48]. If the coefficient matrix P gets singular, the results would have large 
errors. Similar to boundary element method, CSM is merely able to calculate electric 
potential and field on the boundary rather than any other locations in the field domain. 
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2.4 Finite Difference Method 
The principal of finite difference method is to divide the field domain with 
regular grid, and replace the Poisson’s equations with the linear equations, whose 
unknown variables are the potentials at the nodes of the grid [49]. Among all the 
methods introduced above, optimized finite difference method is used in the flashover 
model to calculate the field. The advantages of this method are shown below: 
1) In the flashover model, the electric field around the arc in air needs to be 
analyzed. Boundary element and charge simulation methods can merely 
calculate the field distribution along the boundary surface between different 
materials. As a result, only the finite difference and finite element methods 
can be used to calculate the whole field values in the domain of both 
insulating material and air.  
2) Since the flashover model is in two-dimension and geometry of the insulator 
model is regular, finite difference method is more efficient in RAM space 
and less time-consuming than finite element method. 
The Poisson’s equations and the boundary conditions to describe the 
two-dimension field domain are shown below [50]: 
2 2
2
2 2 0
u uu
x y
       in the domain               (13) 
1( , ) | ( )u x y g    on the boundary                (14) 
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2 ( )
u g
n 
    on the boundary                   (15) 
The traditional finite difference method and variable grid finite difference 
method under different circumstances are explained in the following sections. 
2.4.1 Traditional Finite Difference Method 
The main algorithm of traditional finite different method is to describe the 
relationship among potentials at adjacent nodes by Taylor series. The example of a 
two dimension node (x, y) and the adjacent node (x0, y0) is shown below [50]. 
   
      
0 0 0
0 0
2 2 2
2 2
0 0 0 02 2
0 0 0
( , )
1 2
2
x y x x y y
x y
x x x x y y y y
x x y y
  
  
                
                              
 (16) 
Since the accuracy requirement is set as the second order, Equation 8 can be 
simplified as below,  
00 0
( , ) ( )( )x xx y x x x
                       (17) 
In the equation, the subscript 0 represents (x0, y0) and the potential 0 can be 
calculated by the average potential values of four adjacent nodes. The relationship 
among potentials of these nodes is shown as follows [50]: 
0 0
2 2
0 0 2( , ) ( ) | |2x x x x
hx h y x h
x x
                    (18) 
0 0
2 2
0 0 2( , ) ( ) | |2x x x x
hx h y x h
x x
                    (19) 
Therefore,  
2
2 2
( , ) ( , ) 2 ( , )x h y x h y x y
x h
                     (20) 
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2
2 2
( , ) ( , ) 2 ( , )x y h x y h x y
y h
                     (21) 
In traditional FDM, the step of grid h is considered as one. The field domain in 
differential format is: 
2 2
2
2 2
= ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) 4 ( , ) 0
u uu
x y
x h y x h y x y h x y h x y    
    
        
 (22) 
2.4.2 Finite Difference Method on the Interface between Different Media 
 
Figure 5. The Grid Schematic on the Interface between Two Different Materials    
In Figure 5, the interface L is the boundary between two materials which have 
the different permittivity of εa and εb. In order to develop the potential relationship at 
five nodes, two equations are given below [50], 
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) 4 ( , ) 0a a a a ax h y x h y x y h x y h x y                  (23) 
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) 4 ( , ) 0b b b b bx h y x h y x y h x y h x y                  (24) 
To keep the potential continuity on the interface, 
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( , ) ( , ) ( , )
( , ) ( , ) ( , )
( , ) ( , ) ( , )
b a
b a
b a
x y x y x y
x y h x y h x y h
x y h x y h x y h
  
  
  
 
    
    
             (25) 
To keep the charge density continuity on the interface, 
  a ba b
U U
n n
                                (26) 
Differential format of Equation 25 is: 
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )a a b b
a b
x h y x h y x h y x h y
h h
                 (27) 
σ is charge density on the interface of two materials [51]: 
( ) 1 [ ( , ) ( , )] [ ( , ) ( , )]I t x y h x y x y x y hdt
S j S R
    
           (28) 
where I(t) is the leakage current and R is the surface resistance (Ω) and S is the 
surface area (m2). 
1
2
y
y h
s
R dl
rK   (29)
y h
y h
S rdl   (30)
where Ks is the surface conductivity and r is the insulator radius. 
Equivalent Salt Deposit Density (mg/cm2) (ESDD) is used as the standard to describe 
the pollution severity on the insulator surface. The surface conductivity Ks is 
calculated by the empirical formula below [21], 
1.03
5.7s
ESDD A
VolK                              (31) 
where Vol is the volume of the distilled water (cm3) and A is the insulator surface area 
in the empirical formula (cm2). 
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Therefore, the potential relationship on the boundary in differential format is: 
2 2( , ) ( , ) (1 ) ( , )
( )
(1 ) ( , ) (4 2 ) ( , ) 0
( ) ( )
b a
a b a b a b
a b a b
hx h y x h y x y h
j SR
h hx y h x y
j SR j SR
         
      
       
      
(32) 
2.4.3 Variable Grid Finite Difference Method 
In order to improve the storage efficiency and computation speed, the optimal 
finite difference method introduce in the variable grid of five points (Figure 6). 
 
Figure 6. The Variable Grid Schematic of Five Points in Differential Format 
In Figure 6, the Taylor equations between nodes can be modified as follows, 
2 32 3
1 1
1 1 2 3
2 32 3
3 3
3 3 2 3
2 32 3
2 2
2 2 2 3
2 2
4
4 4 2
( ) ( )( , ) ( ) ...
2 6
( ) ( )( , ) ( ) ...
2 6
( ) ( )( , ) ( ) ...
2 6
( ) (( , ) ( )
2
s h s hx s h y s h
x x x
s h s hx s h y s h
x x x
s h s hx y s h s h
y y y
s hx y s h s h
y y
   
   
   
  
                           
      
3 3
4
3
) ...
6
s h
y
 
    (33) 
Then, the field domain is discretized below, 
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2 2
0 1 2 3 42 2
1 1 3 3 2 2 4 4
2 2
2 2 2 2
1 1 3 3 2 2 4 42 2
3 3
3 3 3 3
1 1 3 3 2 2 4 43 3
( )
( ) ( )
1 1( ( ) ( ) ) ( ( ) ( ) )
2 2
1 1( ( ) ( ) ) ( ( ) ( ) )
6 6
u u
x y
u us h s h s h s h
x y
u us h s h s h s h
x y
u us h s h s h s h
x y
     
   
   
   
              
     
     
  (34) 
The coefficients are compared in Equation 35: 
0 1 2 3 4
1 1 3 3
2 2 4 4
2 2
1 1 3 3
2 2
2 2 4 4
0
0
0
( ) ( ) 2
( ) ( ) 2
s h s h
s h s h
s h s h
s h s h
      
 
 
             
                 (35)
 
0 2 2
1 3 2 4
1
1 1 3
2
2 2 4
3
3 1 3
4
4 2 4
1 12[ ]
2
( )
2
( )
2
( )
2
( )
s s h s s h
s h s h s h
s h s h s h
s h s h s h
s h s h s h





          
                    (36) 
Therefore, the potential relationship on the boundary in differential format is: 
0 1 2 3 4( , ) ( 1, ) ( 1, ) ( , 1) ( , 1)u i j u i j u i j u i j u i j                (37) 
As all the equations are achieved, the sparse coefficient matrix P is constructed 
and the known boundary condition values on the nodes are set as V matrix. 
11 1 1 1
1
i
i ii i i
P P V
P P V


                        

   

                     (38) 
Since both matrix P and V are sparse, the potential matrix φ is solved by lower 
upper (LU) decomposition method. The efficiency increases significantly, when 
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From Equation (39), it can be seen that the error increases when the position of 
the point is near the boundary. The potential error between traditional FDM and 
variable-grid FDM is calculated in Equation 40. 
_ TF VF
TF
V VError ratio
V
                       (40) 
where VTF and VVF are the potentials at all the points of traditional FDM and 
Variable-grid FDM respectively. Error_Ratio is the 2-norm of the error ratios at all 
the points in the field domain. 
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deduced from Equation 41. 
n
pU AxI R I
                       (41) 
Where U (V) is the peak value of the applied voltage, x (cm) is the arc length, I 
(A) is the peak value of the arc current, Rp (Ω) is the resistance of the remaining 
pollution layer, and A, n are the arc characteristic constants. [52] 
Rizk developed the relationship between the arc conductivity and energy. The 
arc reignition condition can be deduced as [11]: 
2080
m
m
xU
i
                        (42) 
Where x (cm) is the arc length, im (A) is the peak value of the leakage current, 
and Um (V) is the peak value of the applied voltage. 
The Hampton criterion is the existing criterion to determine dynamic arc 
propagation. The further propagation depends on whether the electric field of the 
pollution layer (Ep) is greater than that of arc gradient (Earc). The electric field for arc 
and pollution layer is calculated below: 
n
arcE AI
                       (43) 
p pE R I                        (44) 
Where I (A) is the peak value of the arc current, Rp (Ω) is the resistance of the 
remaining contamination layer, and A, n are the arc characteristic constants. 
By increasing the supply voltage or pollution severity, the leakage current will 
increase to a level so that Earc < Ep and arc starts to propagation. It can be seen that the 
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Earc will keep decreasing and Ep will keep increasing during arc propagation process, 
which means once arc initializes, it cannot stop until flashover occurs [53]. 
3.2 New Flashover Model Based on Random Walk Theory 
A two-dimension stochastic model of flashover around the insulators has been 
developed. The arc growth is described by a stochastic propagation of the channel 
structure on the insulator surface as well as in the air. The channel growth is driven by 
the instantaneous electric field.  
Random Walk is a mathematical formalization of a path that consists of a 
succession of random steps [54]. Assume a particle P executing a random walk on a 
two-dimension integer lattice, length of each random step is determined by the 
magnitude of electric field vectors to the directions. 
 
Figure 11. The Random Walk Process of Particle P 
In this study, an ensemble of four possible directions is used for simulation 
(Figure 9). The position of the new point is selected stochastically from the possible 
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positions with the probability P, which is determined by the square of the potential 
difference φ between the possible position and the growth point. The arc energy is 
also considered as a criterion for arc propagation. The law of growth probability is 
given by [55] 
2
2
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) c t
P E d W W   
                         (45) 
Where 2( ) is the summation made over all possible attachment positions 
providing  >Ecd and Ec is the dielectric strength of the material. The W is the arc 
energy and Wt is the threshold energy in air. θ(x) is the step function:  
  0 0
1 0
x
x
x
                            (46) 
Specifically, when  > cE d , 
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If the electric field is less than the dielectric strength of air or the arc reaches the 
ground electrode and completes the flashover, the arc propagation stops. When the arc 
grows to ground electrode, it is assumed that the arc has enough energy to complete 
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the flashover [56]. 
The flashover probability is calculated by the equation below. 
A
flashover
T
NP
N
                              (51) 
where NA represents the number of arcs that completes the flashover and NT is 
the total number of arc propagation processes. 
In order to calculate the flashover probability, a certain number of arc 
propagation processes are repeated. The number of arc propagation iterations is 
determined by the variance of flashover probability. 
 
Figure 12. The Variance of Flashover Probability versus Number of Arc Propagation Processes 
Figure 12 shows that the variance of flashover probability reduces significantly 
as the number of arc propagation iterations increases from 30 to 120. When the total 
number of arc propagations is larger than 100, the improvement of probability 
accuracy is less than 0.5%. Therefore, the number of arc propagations is set as 110. 
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The arc energy consists of two parts: capacitive energy and resistive energy 
(Figure 13).  
 
Figure 13. Capacitive and Resistive Properties of the Insulator 
In Figure 13, the capacitive energy is the RMS value of the energy contained in 
the capacitor C. The capacitance is calculated as follows, 
0r SC
L
                              (52) 
where L is the dry arc distance of the insulator, S is the area of the electrode, εr is 
the relative permittivity and ε0 is the electric constant. 
Since the supply voltage is, 
cos( )mV V t                         (53) 
where Vm is the maximum voltage and ω is angular frequency. 
The current is. 
( ) sin( )m
dV tI C V C t
dt
                      (54) 
Therefore, the capacitive energy is, 
2 2sin(2 2 ) cos(2 2 )( )
2 4
m m
c
V C t V C tW P t dt dt               (55) 
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The RMS value of the capacitive energy, 
2
4 2
m
cRMS
V CW                             (56) 
During arc propagation, the arc creates a conductive path on the insulator surface 
and therefore, the effective resistance of the insulator reduces. The surface charge is 
calculated below, 
1 [ ( , ) ( , )] [ ( , ) ( , )]( , ) ( ) x y h x y x y x y hq x y I t dt
j R
   

          (57) 
where I(t) is the leakage current and R is the surface resistance (Ω). 
The resistive arc energy is consumed in the air during arc propagation and also 
supplemented due to the increase of leakage current. 
0
( , ) ( , )
L
RW V x y q x y dl                            (58) 
where L is the leakage distance. 
Since the main constituent part of air is nitrogen, the air ionization energy is 
1402.3 kJ/mol. The molar volume of ideal gas is 22.414 L/mol. Therefore, the 
ionization energy to keep arc propagation in two dimensional plane 62.56 J/cm. 
The flowchart shown in Figure 14 explains the iteration process of arc 
propagation as well as the probability calculation of flashover and arc jumping 
between sheds.  
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Figure 14. The program flowchart  
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4 ARC PROPAGATION ANALYSIS 
This chapter is divided into five sections. The first section describes the 
dimension of the insulator model. The second section provides the electric field 
distribution before arc initialization and detailed arc propagation process. It can be 
seen that the probabilities of flashover and arc jumping between sheds are mainly 
impacted by two factors: supply voltage and ESDD values. The third section presents 
the simulation results under four different conditions (Table 3). The fourth section 
compares the results and gives the regression model to evaluate the effects of two 
factors. The fifth section gives the 50% flashover voltage as a function of ESDD 
values. 
Table 3. Four Different Simulation Conditions 
Case Number Supply Voltage (kV) ESDD (mg/cm2) 
1 70 0.02 
2 70 0.5 
3 138 0.02 
4 138 0.5 
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4.1 The Structure of Simulation Model  
The insulator in this report is modeled as a cylindrical rod with ten sheds and two 
electrodes. The length of insulator is 1080 mm. The structure of the insulator model is 
shown in Figure 15.  
30 mm
10 mm
100 mm
80 mm
1080 mm
120 mm
20 mm
High Voltage (HV) Electrode
Ground Electrode
Air
Shed 1
Shed 10
 
Figure 15. The Structure of Insulator Model  
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In Figures 16 and 17, the maximum horizontal electric field strength is 4.615 
kV/mm, the maximum vertical electric field is 3.679 kV/mm. It can be observed that 
both vertical and horizontal maximum electric field values are larger than dielectric 
strength of air (3 kV/mm). In addition, the vertical electric field is considerably larger 
than the horizontal electric field, which indicates that vertical electric field is the 
dominant factor to generate the arc under severe contamination conditions. The 
electric field distributions along dry arc distance and leakage distance are shown in 
Figures 18 and 19 respectively. 
 
Figure 18. Electric Field Distribution along Dry Arc Distance 
 
Figure 19. Electric Field Distribution along the Insulator Leakage Distance 
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kV/mm), while maximum horizontal electric field is less than dielectric strength of air. 
Therefore, the vertical electric field is the dominant factor to produce arc. 
The electric field distributions along dry arc distance and leakage distance are 
shown in Figures 22 and 23 respectively. 
 
Figure 22. Electric Field Distribution along Dry Arc Distance 
 
Figure 23. Electric Field Distribution along the Insulator Leakage Distance  
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The electric field distributions along dry arc distance and leakage distance are 
shown in Figures 26 and 27 respectively. 
 
Figure 26. Electric Field Distribution along Dry Arc Distance 
 
Figure 27. Electric Field Distribution Along the Insulator Leakage Distance 
From three cases above, it can be concluded that the maximum electric field 
reduces with the ESDD increases. Therefore, maximum electric field is only to 
determine the arc ignition. The flashover performance is not dominated by maximum 
electric field.  
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specific location. The voltage is set as 70 kV and ESDD is 0.5 mg/cm2.  
   
     (a) Arc Travels along Insulator Surface                 (b) Arc Jumps between Sheds 
Figure 29. Arc Propagation Process. 
The following six locations of arc describe the detail arc propagation process 
when arc travels randomly in the air. In Table 4, “Field” shows the electric field vector 
to each direction. “Probability” shows the probability to each direction based on field 
calculation. “Prob_boundary” is the accumulated probability to determine the arc 
direction.  
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 Location 1: the arc reaches the location between shed 2 and 3. 
 
Figure 30. Arc Propagation Process of Location 1 
Electric field to each direction and arc instant energy are shown in Table 4.  
Table 4. Electric Field and Arc Instant Energy during Propagation 
Possible 
Direction 
Up Down Left Right 
Random 
Number 
Energy 
(J/cm) 
Field (kV/mm) 1.32 5.45 2.68 3.85 
0.32 253.89>62.56Probability 0.12 0.57 0.43 0 
Prob_boundary 0.12 0.69 1 1 
Arc Direction Down (No stop) 
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The vertical electric field distribution from point A to B (Figure 30) is shown in 
Figure 31. The horizontal electric field distribution from point C to D (Figure 28) is 
shown in Figure 32. 
 
Figure 31. The Vertical Electric Field Distribution from Point A to B 
 
Figure 32. The Horizontal Electric Field Distribution from Point C to D  
From Figures 31 and 32, it can be observed that maximum vertical and 
horizontal electric field is achieved at the leading end of the arc.  
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 Location 2: the arc reaches the location between shed 4 and 5. 
 
Figure 33. Arc Propagation Process of Location 2 
Electric field to each direction and arc instant energy are shown in Table 6. 
Table 5. Electric Field and Arc Instant Energy during Propagation 
Possible 
Direction 
Up Down Left Right 
Random 
Number 
Energy 
(J/mm) 
Field (kV/mm) 0 9.15 7.69 0 
0.32 341.72>62.56Probability 0 0.64 0.36 0 
Prob_boundary 0 0.64 1 1 
Arc Direction Down (No stop) 
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The vertical electric field distribution from point A to B (Figure 33) is shown in 
Figure 34. The horizontal electric field distribution from point C to D (Figure 33) is 
shown in Figure 35. 
 
Figure 34. The Vertical Electric Field Distribution from Point A to B 
 
Figure 35. The Horizontal Electric Field Distribution from Point C to D 
From Figures 34 and 35, it can be observed that maximum vertical and 
horizontal electric field is achieved at the leading end of the arc.   
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 Location 3: the arc reaches the location between shed 5 and 6. 
 
Figure 36. Arc Propagation Process of Location 3 
Electric field to each direction and arc instant energy are shown in Table 6. 
Table 6. Electric Field and Arc Instant Energy during Propagation 
Possible 
Direction 
Up Down Left Right 
Random 
Number 
Energy 
(J/mm) 
Field (kV/mm) 4.87 13.4 0 12.1 
0.54 325.61>62.56Probability 0.14 0 0 0.86 
Prob_boundary 0.14 0.14 0.14 1 
Arc Direction Right (No stop) 
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The vertical electric field distribution from point A to B (Figure 36) is shown in 
Figure 37. The horizontal electric field distribution from point C to D (Figure 36) is 
shown in Figure 38. 
 
Figure 37. The Vertical Electric Field Distribution from Point A to B 
 
Figure 38. The Horizontal Electric Field Distribution from Point C to D 
From Figures 37 and 38, it can be observed that maximum vertical and 
horizontal electric field is achieved at the leading end of the arc.  
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 Location 4: the arc reaches the location between shed 7 and 8. 
 
Figure 39 Arc Propagation Process of Location 4 
Electric field to each direction and arc instant energy are shown in Table 7. 
Table 7. Electric Field and Arc Instant Energy during Propagation 
Possible 
Direction 
Up Down Left Right 
Random 
Number 
Energy 
(J/mm) 
Field (kV/mm) 3.78 20.9 14.8 0 
0.8 478.93>62.56Probability 0.032 0.8 0.17 0 
Prob_boundary 0.032 0.83 1 1 
Arc Direction Down (No stop) 
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The vertical electric field distribution from point A to B (Figure 39) is shown in 
Figure 40. The horizontal electric field distribution from point C to D (Figure 39) is 
shown in Figure 41. 
 
Figure 40. The Vertical Electric Field Distribution from Point A to B 
 
Figure 41. The Horizontal Electric Field Distribution from Point C to D  
From Figures 40 and 41, it can be observed that maximum vertical and 
horizontal electric field is achieved at the leading end of the arc.  
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 Location 5: the arc reaches the location between shed 8 and 9. 
 
Figure 42. Arc Propagation Process of Location 5 
Electric field to each direction and arc instant energy are shown in Table 8. 
Table 8. Electric Field and Arc Instant Energy during Propagation 
Possible 
Direction 
Up Down Left Right 
Random 
Number 
Energy 
(J/cm) 
Field (kV/mm) 0 26.2 19.1 14.7 
0.91 663.46>62.56Probability 0 0.64 0 0.36 
Prob_boundary 0 0.64 0.64 1 
Arc Direction Right (No stop) 
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The vertical electric field distribution from point A to B (Figure 42) is shown in 
Figure 43. The horizontal electric field distribution from point C to D (Figure 42) is 
shown in Figure 44. 
 
Figure 43 The Vertical Electric Field Distribution from Point A to B 
 
Figure 44 The Horizontal Electric Field Distribution from Point C to D 
From Figures 41 and 42, it can be observed that maximum vertical and 
horizontal electric field is achieved at the leading end of the arc.    
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 Location 6: the arc reaches the location close to ground electrode. 
 
Figure 45 Arc Propagation Process of Location 6 
The arc reaches the ground electrode and arc instant energy is still larger than air 
ionization energy. It is assumed that the arc has enough energy to complete the 
flashover. 
The vertical electric field distribution from point A to B (Figure 45) is shown in 
Figure 46. The Horizontal electric field distribution from point C to D (Figure 45) is 
shown in Figure 47. 
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Figure 46 The Vertical Electric Field Distribution from Point A to B 
 
Figure 47 The Horizontal Electric Field Distribution from Point C to D  
From six locations during arc propagation, it can be concluded that the electric 
field increases as the arc grows close to the ground electrode. This is caused by the 
reduction of insulator leakage distance during arc propagation process. 
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4.3 Simulation Results under Different Conditions 
 Case 1: supply voltage is 70 kV and ESDD value is 0.02 mg/cm2. 
The arc propagation process is repeated for 110 times in Figure 48 and the number of 
flashover and arc jumping between sheds is recorded to calculate the probability. 
 
Figure 48 The 110 Times Arc Propagation Processes under Case 1 Condition 
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The flashover probability is 4%. The probability of arc jumping between sheds is 
shown in Table 9. 
Table 9. The Arc Jumping between Sheds Probability at Different Locations 
Sheds Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Arc Jump Probability (%) 45 17 6 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 
The histogram of arc jumping sheds probability is shown in Figure 49. 
 
Figure 49 The Arc Jumping between Sheds Probability at Different Locations 
The probability mean of arc jumping between ten sheds is calculated as, 
0 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 17 45 7.3%
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           (54) 
The probability standard deviation of arc jumping between ten sheds is calculated as, 
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 Case 2: supply voltage is 70 kV and ESDD value is 0.5 mg/cm2. 
The arc propagation process is repeated for 110 times in Figure 50 and the number of 
flashover and arc jumping between sheds is recorded to calculate the probability. 
 
Figure 50 The 110 Times Arc Propagation Processes under Case 2 Condition 
The flashover probability is 13%. The probability of arc jumping between sheds is 
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shown in Table 10. 
Table 10. The Arc Jumping between Sheds Probability at Different Locations 
Sheds Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Arc Jump Probability (%) 17 13 12 10 4 7 4 3 8 8 
The histogram of arc jumping sheds probability is shown in Figure 51. 
 
Figure 51 The Arc Jumping between Sheds Probability at Different Locations 
The probability mean of arc jumping between ten sheds is calculated as, 
8+8+3+4+7+4+10+12+13+17 8.6%
10Jump
Arc Jump Probability
Mean
Number of Sheds
   (59) 
The probability standard deviation of arc jumping between ten sheds is calculated as, 
2( )
4.47%JumpJump
Arc Jump Probability Mean
Std
Number of Sheds
        (60) 
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 Case 3: supply voltage is 138 kV and ESDD value is 0.02 mg/cm2. 
The arc propagation process is repeated for 110 times in Figure 52 and the number of 
flashover and arc jumping between sheds is recorded to calculate the probability. 
 
Figure 52 The 110 Times Arc Propagation Processes under Case 3 Condition 
The flashover probability is 32%. The probability of arc jumping between sheds is 
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shown in Table 11. 
Table 11. The Arc Jumping between Sheds Probability at Different Locations 
Sheds Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Arc Jump Probability (%) 63 21 14 10 3 12 10 7 0 0 
The histogram of arc jumping sheds probability is shown in Figure 53. 
 
Figure 53. The Arc Jumping between Sheds Probability at Different Locations 
The probability mean of arc jumping between ten sheds is calculated as, 
0+0+7+10+12+3+10+14+21+63 13%
10Jump
Arc Jump Probability
Mean
Number of Sheds
   (61) 
The probability standard deviation of arc jumping between ten sheds is calculated as, 
2( )
18.4%JumpJump
Arc Jump Probability Mean
Std
Number of Sheds
        (62) 
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 Case 4: supply voltage is 138 kV and ESDD value is 0.5 mg/cm2. 
The arc propagation process is repeated for 100 times in Figure 54 and the number of 
flashover and arc jumping between sheds is recorded to calculate the probability. 
 
Figure 54. The 110 Times Arc Propagation Processes under Case 4 Condition 
The flashover probability is 45%. The probability of arc jumping between sheds is 
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shown in Table 12. 
Table 12. The Arc Jumping between Sheds Probability at Different Locations 
Sheds Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Arc Jump Probability (%) 28 22 15 13 10 12 11 12 15 17
The histogram of arc jumping sheds probability is shown in Figure 55. 
 
Figure 55. The Arc Jumping between Sheds Probability at Different Locations 
The probability mean of arc jumping between ten sheds is calculated as, 
 17+15+12+11+12+10+13+15+22+28 15.5%
10Jump
Arc Jump Probability
Mean
Number of Sheds
  
 (63) 
The probability standard deviation of arc jumping between ten sheds is calculated as, 
2( )
5.6%MeanJump
Arc Jump Probability Mean
Std
Number of Sheds
   (64)
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4.4 Regression Model of Simulation Results 
4.4.1 Flashover Probability Regression Model 
The flashover probability under different supply voltage and surface contamination 
levels is shown in Table 13. 
Table 13. Flashover Probability under Four Different Conditions 
Flashover Probability (%) Supply Voltage (kV) ESDD (mg/cm2) 
4 70 0.02 
13 70 0.5 
32 138 0.02 
45 138 0.5 
Since this model involves two factors: supply voltage and ESDD value, 22 factorial 
design is used to evaluate the effects of these factors to the flashover probability. By a 
factorial design, all possible combinations of the levels of the factors are investigated 
in each complete trial or replication of the experiment. 
Assume that V is the factor of voltage and E is the factor of ESDD value. The 
magnitude of factors is normalized to [-1, 1]. 
The treatment combinations of this stochastic process are shown in Table 14. 
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Table 14. The Treatment Combinations of the Stochastic Process 
Factor V Factor E Treatment Combination Flashover Probability 
- - V low, E low 4 
- + V low, E high 13 
+ - V high, E low 32 
+ + V high, E high 45 
The main effect of factor V: 
45 32 4 13 30
2 2
V                       (65) 
The main effect of factor E: 
45 13 32 4 11
2 2
E                       (66) 
The interaction effect of factor VE: 
45 4 32 13 2
2 2
VE                       (67) 
The regression model is, 
^
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 223.5 23.5 15 5.52 2 2
V E VEy x x x x x x x x           (68) 
Where x1 is a variable that represents factor V and x2 is a variable that represents 
factor E. It is concluded that both supply voltage and ESDD value have significant 
effects on the flashover probability. 
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4.4.2 Probability Mean of Arc Jumping Regression Model 
The probability mean of arc jumping between sheds under different supply voltages 
and surface contamination levels is shown in Table 15. 
Table 15. Arc Jump Sheds Probability under Four Different Conditions 
Probability mean of Arc 
Jumping (%) 
Supply Voltage (kV) ESDD (mg/cm2) 
7.3 70 0.02 
8.6 70 0.5 
13 138 0.02 
15.5 138 0.5 
Similarly, this model involves two factors: supply voltage and ESDD value. Therefore, 
22 factorial design is used to evaluate the effects of these factors to the arc jumping 
probability. 
Assume that V is the factor of voltage and E is the factor of ESDD. The magnitude of 
factors is normalized to [-1, 1]. 
The treatment combinations of this stochastic process are shown in Table 16. 
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Table 16. The Treatment Combinations of the Stochastic Process 
Factor V Factor E Treatment Combination Arc Jumping Probability 
- - V low, E low 7.3 
- + V low, E high 8.6 
+ - V high, E low 13 
+ + V high, E high 15.5 
The main effect of factor V: 
13 15.5 7.3 8.6 6.3
2 2
V                  (69) 
The main effect of factor E: 
8.6 15.5 13 7.3 1.9
2 2
E                  (70) 
The interaction effect of factor VE: 
7.3 15.5 8.6 13 0.6
2 2
VE                 (71) 
The regression model is, 
^
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 211.1 11.1 3.15 0.95 0.32 2 2
V E VEy x x x x x x x x           (72) 
Where x1 is a variable that represents factor V and x2 is a variable that represents 
factor E. It is concluded that only supply voltage has significant positive effect on 
probability mean of arc jumping between sheds when the pollution layer on the 
insulator surface is uniform. 
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4.4.3 Probability Standard Deviation of Arc Jumping Regression Model 
The probability standard deviation of arc jumping between sheds under different 
supply voltages and surface contamination levels is shown in Table 17. 
Table 17. Arc Jump Sheds Probability under Four Different Conditions 
Probability standard deviation 
of Arc Jumping (%) 
Supply Voltage (kV) ESDD (mg/cm2) 
14.26 70 0.02 
4.47 70 0.5 
18.4 138 0.02 
5.6 138 0.5 
Similarly, this model involves two factors: supply voltage and ESDD value. Therefore, 
22 factorial design is used to evaluate the effects of these factors to the arc jumping 
probability. Assume that V is the factor of voltage and E is the factor of ESDD. The 
magnitude of factors is normalized to [-1, 1]. 
The treatment combinations of this stochastic process are shown in Table 18. 
Table 18. The Treatment Combinations of the Stochastic Process 
Factor V Factor E Treatment Combination Arc Jumping Probability 
- - V low, E low 14.26 
- + V low, E high 4.47 
+ - V high, E low 18.4 
+ + V high, E high 5.6 
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The main effect of factor V: 
18.4 5.6 14.26 4.47 2.63
2 2
V                  (73) 
The main effect of factor E: 
14.26 18.4 4.47 5.6 11.3
2 2
E                  (74) 
The interaction effect of factor VE: 
18.4 4.47 14.26 5.6 1.505
2 2
VE                 (75) 
The regression model is, 
^
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 210.68 10.68 1.32 5.65 1.5052 2 2
V E VEy x x x x x x x x           (76) 
Where x1 is a variable that represents factor V and x2 is a variable that represents 
factor E. It is concluded that only ESDD has negative effect on probability standard 
deviation of arc jumping between sheds when the pollution layer on the insulator 
surface is uniform. 
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4.5 Flashover Voltage in terms of Different Contamination Levels 
For the insulator model in Figure 12, 138 kV is set to HV electrode. The flashover 
probability as a function of ESDD values is shown in Figure 56. 
 
Figure 56. Flashover Probability as a Function of ESDD Values 
Since 50% flashover voltage is an important parameter in insulator testing and 
widely measured in the experiments according to IEEE Standard 4-2013 [31], the new 
statistical method calculates the 50% flashover voltage as a function of ESDD by 
considering the stochastic phenomena of arc jumping. The results are compared with 
deterministic method in Figure 9. It is indicated that the 50% flashover voltage of 
statistical model is lower than that of deterministic model when the pollution severity 
on the insulator surface remains the same. The experimental results are also shown in 
Figure 57 [27]. The 50% flashover voltage results of statistical method are close to the 
voltage results from experiments. The deviation of the results from experimental 
values is larger for the deterministic model when compared to the present results for 
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ESDD values below 0.05 mg/cm2, which is representative of most locations. 
 
Figure 57. Comparison of Flashover Deterministic and Statistical Models 
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5 INSULATOR FLASHOVER PERFORMANCE WITH WATER PARTICLES 
IN THE AIR 
When insulator is exposed in the rain or mist condition, the electric field around 
the insulator is distorted by the water particles in the air. Since the direction of arc 
propagation track is also driven by the electric field, new model is simulated to 
evaluate the effects of water particles on the probability of flashover and arc jumping 
between sheds. 138 kV insulator is modeled in this chapter (Figure 58).  
 
Figure 58. 138 kV Insulator with Water Particles between Sheds 
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Different density of water particle distribution and ESDD values are analyzed in 
following four cases (Table 19). Water droplets with different density distributions are 
shown in Figure 59 (a) and (b). 
Table 19 Four Different Simulation Cases 
Case Number Number of Water particles (/cm2) ESDD (mg/cm2) 
1 4 0.5 
2 4 0.02 
3 1 0.5 
4 1 0.02 
 
(a)                                  (b) 
Figure 59. Sparse and Dense Particles Distributions 
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5.1 Insulator Model with High ESDD and Dense Particle Distribution 
The insulator model with high ESDD value and dense water particle distribution 
is shown in this section. The electric field distribution from point A to point B (Figure 
58) is shown in Figure 60 to observe the effects of water particles on electric field in 
the air. Meanwhile, electric field distribution along the leakage distance is also shown 
in Figure 61. 
 
Figure 60. Electric Field Distribution from Point A to B 
 
 
Figure 61. Electric Field Distribution along the Insulator Leakage Distance 
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The arc propagation process is repeated for 110 times in Figure 62. 
 
Figure 62. The 110 Times Arc Propagation Processes in Case 1 
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5.2 Insulator Model with High ESDD and Sparse Particle Distribution 
The insulator model with high ESDD value and sparse water particle distribution 
is shown in this section. The electric field distribution from point A to point B (Figure 
58) is shown in Figure 63 to observe the effects of water particles on electric field in 
the air. Meanwhile, electric field distribution along the leakage distance is also shown 
in Figure 64. 
 
Figure 63 Electric Field Distribution from Point A to B 
 
 
Figure 64 Electric Field Distribution along the Insulator Leakage Distance 
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The arc propagation process is repeated for 110 times in Figure 65. 
 
Figure 65. The 110 Times Arc Propagation Processes in Case 2 
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5.3 Insulator Model with Low ESDD and Dense Particle Distribution 
The insulator model with low ESDD value and dense water particle distribution 
is shown in this section. The electric field distribution from point A to point B (Figure 
58) is shown in Figure 66 to observe the effects of water particles on electric field in 
the air. Meanwhile, electric field distribution along the leakage distance is also shown 
in Figure 67. 
 
Figure 66 Electric Field Distribution from Point A to B 
 
Figure 67. Electric Field Distribution along the Insulator Leakage Distance 
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The arc propagation process is repeated for 110 times in Figure 68. 
 
Figure 68. The 110 Times Arc Propagation Processes in Case 3 
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5.4 Insulator Model with Low ESDD and Sparse Particle Distribution 
The insulator model with low ESDD value and sparse water particle distribution 
is shown in this section. The electric field distribution from point A to point B (Figure 
58) is shown in Figure 69 to observe the effects of water particles on electric field in 
the air. Meanwhile, electric field distribution along the leakage distance is also shown 
in Figure 70. 
 
Figure 69. Electric Field Distribution from Point A to B 
 
Figure 70. Electric Field Distribution along the Insulator Leakage Distance 
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The arc propagation process is repeated for 110 times in Figure 71. 
 
Figure 71. The 110 Times Arc Propagation Processes in Case 4 
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5.5 Simulation Results Comparison 
The simulation results of four cases are shown in previous four sections. The 
electric field of insulator model with different water particle distributions is analyzed 
to evaluate the influence of water particles on electric field distributions in the air and 
along the insulator surface. The field comparison from Point A to B (Figure 58) is 
shown in Figures 72 and 73 with different ESDD values. The field comparison along 
the leakage distance is shown in Figures 74 and 75 with different ESDD values. 
 
Figure 72. Electric Field Comparsion close to HV Electrode from Point A to B (ESDD 0.7 mg/cm2) 
 
Figure 73. Electric Field Comparsion close to HV Electrode from Point A to B (ESDD 0.02 mg/cm2) 
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Figure 74. Electric Field Comparsion close to HV Electrode along Leakage Distance (ESDD 0.7 
mg/cm2) 
 
Figure 75. Electric Field Comparsion close to HV Electrode along :Leakage Distance (ESDD 0.02 
mg/cm2) 
From electric field comparison above, it can be observed that the water particles 
distort the electric field distribution and the effects of particles intensify the electric 
field. The density of water particles is in proportional to the increase of the maximum 
electric field value. 
The flashover probability as functions of ESDD under different density of water 
particles is shown in Figure 76. 
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Figure 76. Flashover Probability as Functions of ESDD under Different Density of Water Particles 
Figure 76 indicates that the flashover probability increases with the density of 
water particles. The 50% flashover voltage as functions of ESDD values is shown in 
Figure 77.  
 
Figure 77. 50% Flashover Voltage as Functions of ESDD Values 
The deviation between three cases is larger when ESDD values are below 0.05 
mg/cm2, which is representative of most locations.  
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The schematic of station and line composite insulators in Figure 79 are shown 
below. 
 
(a)                                      (b) 
Figure 79. Schematic of Station and Composite Insulator 
In Figure 79(a), insulator shank radius is 10 mm. In Figure 79(b), insulator shank 
radius is 40 mm. Insulator shed radius and number of sheds remain same. The electric 
potential and field distributions along leakage distance are shown in Figure 80 and 
Figure 81. The leakage distance is normalized to 1 to compare the results. 
 
Figure 80. Potential Distribution along Insulator Leakage Distance 
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Figure 81. Electric Field Distribution along Insulator Leakage Distance 
The flashover probability as a function of insulator shank radius is shown in 
Figure 82. 
 
Figure 82. Flashover Probability as a Function of Insulator Shank Radius 
The function of flashover probability versus insulator shank radius is shown below. 
0.2319.7 18y x                          (77) 
Where y is the flashover probability and x is insulator shank radius. Station 
insulator with large shank radius has higher flashover probability than line insulator 
with small shank radius, since the large shank radius reduces the surface resistivity. 
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6.2 Effect of Insulator Shed Radius on Flashover Probability 
The schematic of line insulators with different shed radius are shown below. 
 
(a)                                      (b) 
Figure 83. Insulator with Different Dry Arc Distance 
In Figure 83(a), insulator shed radius is 50 mm. In Figure 83(b), insulator shed 
radius is 150 mm. Insulator shank radius and number of sheds remain same. The 
electric potential and field distributions along leakage distance are shown in Figure 84 
and Figure 85. The leakage distance is normalized to 1 to compare the results. 
 
Figure 84. Potential Distributions along the Insulator Leakage Distance 
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Figure 85. Electric Field Distributions along the Insulator Leakage Distance 
The flashover probability as a function of insulator shed radius is shown in Figure 86. 
 
Figure 86. Flashover Probability as a Function of Insulator Shed Radius 
The function of flashover probability versus insulator shed radius is shown below. 
20.00167 0.307 62.47y x x                 (78) 
Where y is the flashover probability and x is insulator shed radius. It can be seen 
that increase of shed radius would reduce the flashover probability in the first place by 
lengthening the leakage distance. However, the flashover probability would increase 
when shed radius exceeds the critical value (117 mm), because the decreasing surface 
resistivity becomes the main factor to impact flashover performance.  
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6.3 Effect of Number of Sheds on Flashover Probability 
Insulators with different dry arc distances are shown Figure 87. 
  
(a)                                      (b) 
Figure 87. Insulator with Different Dry Arc Distance 
In Figure 87(a), number of shed is 10. In Figure 87(b), number of shed is 40. 
Insulator shank radius and insulator shed radius remain same. The electric potential 
and field distributions along leakage distance are shown in Figure 88 and Figure 89. 
The leakage distance is normalized to 1 to compare the results. 
 
Figure 88. Potential Distributions along the Insulator Leakage Distance 
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Figure 89. Electric Field Distributions along the Insulator Leakage Distance 
The flashover probability as functions of insulator shed radius is shown in Figure 90. 
 
Figure 90. Flashover Probability as Functions of Insulator Shed Radius 
The function of flashover probability versus number of sheds is shown below. 
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Where y is the flashover probability and x is number of sheds. It can be observed 
that adding number of sheds decreases flashover probability. Nevertheless, the 
flashover performance improvement would be negligible when number of sheds is 
larger than the critical value.  
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7 INSULATOR FLASHOVER PERFORMANCE WITH WATER DROPLETS 
ON HYDROPHOBIC SURFACE 
7.1 Hydrophobicity Classification 
Hydrophobicity is the physical property of a molecule repelled from water. 
Contact angle is defined as the angle between water and solid surface (Figure 91). It is 
used to measure the wettability of a surface or material. The calculation equation of 
contact angle is shown below [57]. 
cosSG SL LG                         (80) 
where γSG is interfacial tension between solid surface and gas. γSL is interfacial tension 
between solid surface and liquid. γLG is interfacial tension between gas and liquid. 
 
Figure 91. Contact Angle and Droplet Geometry 
The wet condition on the insulator surface can be identified into seven 
hydrophobicity classes (HC). The criteria for the hydrophobicity classification are 
shown in Table 21. HCs are categorized by different contact angles and forms of 
water droplets. 
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Table 21. Criteria for the Hydrophobicity Classification [58] 
HC Description 
1 Only discrete droplets are formedθC ≈ ° or larger for the majority 
of droplets.
2 Only discrete droplets are formed50° θC ° for the majority of 
droplets.
3 Only discrete droplets are formed. 20° θC° for the majority of 
droplets. Usually they are no longer circular. 
4 
Both discrete droplets and wetted traces from the water runnels are 
observed i.e. θC = 0°). Completely wetted areas < 2 cm2. Together 
they cover 90% of the tested area. 
5 Some completely wetted areas > 2 cm
2, which cover 90% of the 
tested area. 
6 
Wetted areas cover > 90%, i.e. small unwetted areas (spots/traces) are 
still observed. 
7 Continuous water film over the whole tested area. 
7.2 Electric Field Distribution of Water Droplets on Hydrophobic Surface 
Electric field distribution of water droplets on hydrophobic surface is calculated 
in this section. Water droplets with different contact angles are compared. Different 
number of water droplets is also analyzed in the model (Table 22).  
Table 22. Water Droplet Model Dimensions 
Voltage (kV) 10 
Distance between electrodes (mm) 200 
Water droplet diameter (mm) 2 
Number of water droplets 1 2 3 4 5 
Distance between droplets (mm) 1 
Contact Angle (°) 30 50 80 90 
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The contact angle (θC) is varied from 30° to 90°. The geometry of water droplets 
in the model is shown in Figure 94.  
 
(a) Contact Angle = 90° 
 
(b) Contact Angle = 80° 
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(c) Contact Angle = 50°      
 
(d) Contact Angle = 30° 
Figure 94. Different Contact Angles of Water Droplets 
The electric field distribution along the surface is shown in Figure 95. It can be 
observed that the water droplet on the insulator surface cause severe field distortion. 
The maximum field distortion is 48.7% when compared to the electric field close to 
HV electrode. 
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(a) Contact Angle = 90°  
 
(b) Contact Angle = 80° 
 
(c) Contact Angle = 50° 
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(d) Contact Angle = 30° 
Figure 95. Electric Field Distribution of Water droplets with Different Contact Angles 
Figure 95 indicates that the electric field distribution becomes distorted when the 
contact angle increases.  
The number of water droplets varies from 1 to 5. The distance between water 
droplets is 1 mm. The five water droplets model schematic is shown in Figure 96.  
 
Figure 96. Model Details on Simulation Platform 
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The electric field distribution along the surface is shown in Figure 97. 
 
(a) Number of Droplets = 2 
 
 (b) Number of Droplets = 3 
 
(c) Number of Droplets = 4 
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(d) Number of Droplets = 5 
Figure 97. Electric Field Distribution of Water Droplets with Different Numbers 
Figure 97 indicates that the electric field distortion becomes severe as the 
number of water droplets increases. Therefore, both contact angle and number of 
droplets intensify the electric field distortion. 
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7.3 Arc Propagation Results and Flashover Probability 
The insulator dimension is shown in Figure 98. The supply voltage is 138 kV. 
The water droplets with different contact angles and radius are used to represent seven 
hydrophobicity classes. 110 times of arc propagations are repeated to calculate the 
flashover probability and 50% flashover voltages. 
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Figure 98. Insulator Dimension with Droplets on the Surface. 
ESDD is set at 0.7 mg/cm2. The detailed arc propagation processes of HC 1, 3, 5 
and 7 are shown in Figure 99.  
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(a) HC = 1                                (b) HC = 3 
             
 (c) HC = 5                                (d) HC = 7 
Figure 99. Detailed Arc Propagation Processes 
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Flashover voltage as a function of HC is shown in Figure 100. 
 
Figure 100. Flashover Voltage as a Function of HC 
In Figure 100, it can be observed that the flashover voltage reduces as the 
insulator surface loses its hydrophobicity. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
8.1 Conclusions 
This research focuses on the simulation of flashover probability based on the 
electric field calculation and Random Walk Theory. The electric field distribution is 
calculated by variable-grid finite difference method, and arc propagation process 
depends on Random Walk Theory. The model makes some improvements over 
existing models, such as using a stochastic process to describe arc growth rather than 
determining the flashover by criteria equations. Supply voltage and ESDD values are 
two factors that mainly contribute to the probability of insulator flashover and arc 
jumping between insulator sheds. Water particles in the air also have effects on 
flashover performance. Additionally, the effects of different hydrophobicity classes 
have been investigated in the model. The conclusions of this research are listed below: 
(1) Electric field distribution around the insulators is mainly affected by supply 
voltage and surface contamination levels. The vertical electric field from HV 
electrode to ground electrode is the dominant field vector.  
(2) The insulator leakage distance reduces when the arc gets close to the ground 
electrode. Consequently, the electric field strength along the insulator surface 
increases with the arc propagation. 
(3) If the pollution layer on the insulator surface is uniform, both supply voltage and 
ESDD values have influence on insulator flashover probability. Meanwhile, 
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supply voltage has positive effect on the probability mean of arc jumping 
between sheds. The probability standard deviation of arc jumping between sheds 
reduces if ESDD value increases. 
(4) Water particles in the air significantly increase the insulator flashover probability, 
especially for the ESDD values in the range 0.01-0.1 mg/cm2, which represents 
the majority of locations. 
(5) Station insulator with large shank radius has higher flashover probability than 
line insulator with small shank radius, since the large shank radius reduces the 
surface resistivity. The increase of shed radius would reduce the flashover 
probability in the first place by lengthening the leakage distance. However, the 
flashover probability would increase when shed radius is larger than the critical 
value. Adding number of sheds decreases flashover probability. Nevertheless, the 
flashover performance improvement would be negligible when number of sheds 
exceeds the critical value. 
(6) Insulator hydrophobic surface can significantly improve the insulator flashover 
performance under wet condition. 
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8.2 Future Work 
The future work will aim at the simulation model in three dimensions and 
electric field analysis of defective insulators. 
(1) Three dimension insulator model will be analyzed in the future. Dimension 
growth costs more CPU time and RAM space of the computer. Therefore, in 
order to reduce the computational complexity, both field calculation method and 
random walk process need to be optimized. 
(2) Next step research includes the electric field calculation on defective insulators 
for AC and DC voltages. Different defect types, such as air bubble and 
conductive impurities will be modeled. The schematic of simulation model is 
shown in Figure 89. Grid-varied FDM will be used to calculate the electric field 
distribution along the dashed line (Figure 89). The purpose is to locate and 
identify the type of the defects by measuring the electric field around insulators, 
and then and replace them before failure occurs. 
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Figure 101. Insulator Model with Internal Defects 
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